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A b s t r a c t 

Recently, the relationship between several 
forms of default reasoning based on condit ional 
defaults has been investigated, In part icular, 
the systems based on e-semantics, preferential 
models t and (fragments of) mod ally-defined 
condit ional logics have been shown to be equiv
alent. These systems form a plausible core for 
default inference, but are too weak in general, 
fa i l ing to deal adequately w i t h irrelevance. We 
propose an extension of the (modal) condit ional 
logics in which one can express the t ru th of 
sentences at inaccessible possible worlds and 
show how this logic can be used to axiomatize a 
simple preference relation on the modal struc
tures of this logic. This preferential semantics 
is shown to be equivalent to 1-entailment and 
rat ional closure. We suggest that many meta-
logical systems of default inference can be ax-
iomatized wi th in this logic, using the notion of 
inaccessible worlds. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Recently, the focus of much research on default reasoning 
has centered on the representation of default rules as con
di t ional sentences in various condit ional logics. Whi le 
the mot ivat ion and underlying semantics for these logics 
often diverge, most allow " In the most normal situations 
in which A is t rue, B is t rue" as a profitable interpreta-
t ion of the condit ional A —► 5. Each of these logics can 
be viewed as enforcing some type of normal i ty ordering 
on states of affairs, or possible worlds. For instance, the 
logic of e-semantics (Adams 1975; Pearl 1988) is based 
on a probabi l i ty distr ibut ions over sets of worlds, and a 
condit ional A —► B is true iff B is true at the most prob
able (as e approaches 0) A-worlds; hence, more probable 
worlds can be viewed as more normal under such an or
dering. The preferential logics of (Kraus, Lehmann and 
Magidor 1990) embody an explicit normal i ty ordering on 
situations, and the condit ional logics of (Bouti l ier 1990) 
are similar, incorporat ing normal i ty as a modal accessi
b i l i ty relat ion. 

Given that these logics can be regarded in such a 
similar fashion, it is not surprising that they have 

been shown to be essentially equivalent (Bouti l ier 1990; 
Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990), giving credence to 
their underlying mot ivat ion. Unfortunately, while each 
can be considered a "core" for default reasoning (Pearl 
1989), they are too weak to sanction all of the patterns 
of default inference we would like. In part icular, the con
clusions authorized by such systems are often rendered 
inval id in the face of irrelevant informat ion. For exam
ple, given that birds fly (B —► F) we cannot conclude 
that green birds fly (G A B ~ F). 

To circumvent such difficulties, many schemes have 
been proposed which augment the logics under consid
eration wi th extra-logical machinery for deriving the ap
propriate conclusions (Delgrande 1988; Lehmann 1989; 
Pearl 1990; Goldszmidt, Morr is and Pearl 1990). Gold-
szmidt and Pearl (1990) have shown that Pearl's 1-
entailment corresponds to Lehmann's rational closure, 
demonstrating that these reasonable extensions (as well 
as the logical cores) of s-semantics and preferential logics 
determine the same default conclusions. 

We can view these logics as being able to express what 
is true at "more normal" possible worlds; hence, sen-
tences can force worlds (which don't satisfy these con-
straints) to be less normal. The meta-logical extensions 
of these systems, conversely, attempt to force worlds to 
be more normal than is required. In this paper, we wil l 
show that the conditional logics of (Bouti l ier 1990) can 
also be extended in a manner which corresponds exactly 
to these systems. This extension is based on a sim
ple preference relation over modal structures, one that 
prefers structures in which possible worlds are as nor
mal as possible. Furthermore, we extend the logic itself 
such that we can make reference to inaccessible worlds in 
addit ion to accessible worlds; thus we can express t ru th 
at less normal worlds and force worlds to be more nor
mal. W i t h this capability, we can axiomatize a default-
theory making the derivable conclusions exactly those 
sanctioned by the preferential semantics. Just as the 
second-order circumscription axiom conforms to t ru th 
in (predicate) min imal models (McCarthy 1986), so too 
does this closure correspond to preferred models. We 
suggest that , to the extent any met a-logical default sys-
tem forces worlds to be more normal, it can be axioma-
tized wi th in this extended conditional logic. 

A more detailed presentation and proofs may be found 
in (Bouti l ier 1991c). 
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2 Inaccessible Wor lds and the Logic CO 

As in (Boutil ier 1990), we wi l l present a Kripke-style pos
sible worlds semantics for a conditional logic capable of 
representing and reasoning with statements of normal
ity or prototypicality. A sentence A B is intended to 
mean "A normally implies B". Following a suggestion of 
Delgrande (1988), we wi l l interpret the t ru th conditions 
for such a statement roughly as "In the most normal situ-
ations in which A holds, B is true as wel l" . The ordering 
of normality presupposed by such a reading wi l l be rep
resented as an accessibility relation on possible worlds; 
world v is accessible to w (wRv) iff v is at least as normal 
as w. In (Boutilier 1990), it is argued that such a relation 
should be, at a minimum, reflexive and transitive, and 
that a further restriction of total-connectedness1 gives 
rise to a reasonable extension, namely the logic CT4D. 
It is also shown that CT4D is equivalent to the standard 
modal logic S4.3, in the sense that the conditional con-
nective can be defined in terms of the modal operator 

and vice versa. In the sequel, we wi l l take the modal 
connective to be basic and define the conditional wi thin 
the modal language. 

In (Boutilier 1990) it is shown that CT4D captures 
many of the properties we expect of normal implica-
t ion, such as allowing exceptions to prototypical state-
ments, and capturing rules such as cautious and rational 
monotony. It is also shown that (a fragment of) CT4D 
is equivalent to the logic of ranked preferential models 
of (Lehmann 1989). 

The following approach to default reasoning using 
CT4D immediately presents itself Let KB be (the 
conjunction of) a finite knowledge base of sentences 
of CT4D. It is reasonable to ask what is true at the 
most normal worlds in which all the facts in KB hold; 
that is a default reasoner could conclude a whenever 
\~CTAD KB (see also Delgrande's (1988) Assump
tion of Normality), However, a serious problem arises 
when we consider certain classes of default inferences, 
specifically those involving irrelevant properties. If KB 
consists of two facts, Bird and Bird Fly, then 
KB Fly is derivable. However, if we add Green 
to KB, then KB Fly is no longer a theorem, for 
the most normal Green Bird-worlds need not satisfy 
Fly, as long as these are not among the most normal 
Bird-worlds. In other words, greenness may be an ex-
ceptional property of birds (with respect to flying), as 
"penguinness" is. 

The problem of irrelevance has been addressed using a 
number of extra-logical techniques, such as rational clo-
sure, assumptions of irrelevance (Delgrande 1988), and 
1-entailment. We wi l l approach the problem from a per
spective which may in the future lead to a purely logical 
account of default inference, and, at present, provides 
some new insights into irrelevance. 

Consider some normality ordering on all possible 
states of affairs, W, and refer to the most normal A-

R is total-connected iff vRw or wRv for all v,w. In 
(Boutilier 1990) we use forward-connectedness, but this 
stronger condition results in an equivalent logic (Hughes and 
Cresswell 1984), and the distinction is important later. 
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2Formally, n(A) need not exist, but the technical details 
which follow will not depend on this. We use this notation 
only informally, to illustrate the ideas which follow. ||a|| 
stands for the set of all possible worlds which satisfy a, and 
again, in our informal discussion, we take this to mean all 
logically possible worlds rather than those from the set W of 
some formal structure. 

3 We use "known" here in a much less technical sense than 
Levesque. More accurately, we could say if n(A) were the 
only worlds an agent considered possible, then it would know 
at least A AC. 

file:///~ctad
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Gardenfors also presents postulate (R5) — which leads 
to a t r iv ia l i ty result — and two possible replacements, one 
of which (R7) is deemed acceptable. The notion of relevance 
defined below is a simple one, but can be extended easily to 
incorporate (R7) (see (Boutil ier 1991b) for details). 
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8 We wil l only compare models which agree on possible 
worlds; however, it should be clear that the idea can be ex
tended by taking preference relative to the subset of worlds 
two models have in common. See (Boutilier 1991c). 
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and of the implici t preference ordering determined by 
System-Z. Hence, the types of conclusions sanctioned 
by 1-entailment (see (Pearl 1990)) are also determined 
by this form of closure. This implies, given the results 
of (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1990), that Cl(T) determines 
the same consequence relation as that of rational closure 
(Lehmann 1989). 

5 Conc lud ing Remarks 

We have presented a modal logic GO in which t ruth at 
inaccessible worlds is expressible. In this logic we can 
define not only the normative conditional of condi
tional "knowing at least", as in (Boutilier 1990), but 
also the dual connective > of conditional "knowing at 
most*'. This provides us with a conditional version of 
Levesque's (1990) "only knowing". We discussed briefly 
the relationship of conditional only knowing to the prob-
lem of irrelevance in default reasoning, and have shown 
how a simple preference relation (corresponding to 1-
entailment and rational closure) which deals with irrele
vance can be axiomatized within this logic. 

Much work remains to be done on the application 
of conditional only knowing to problems in default rea-
soning. Levesque's characterization is semantically very 
clear and elegant, but has the drawback of relying on 
an autoepistemic interpretation of default rules (see e.g. 
(Reiter 1987) for problems wi th this interpretation). Ul
timately, we would like to push the "closure" of our de
fault theories into the logic via some connective analo
gous to Levesque's O operator, thereby consolidating the 
semantic clarity of only knowing with the compelling 
conditional interpretation of default rules. We expect 
the expressive power gained by the use of inaccessible 
worlds makes this goal achievable. 

In this connection, we have begun exploring the use 
of the logic CO to capture a number of other types of 
reasoning. In (Boutilier 1991a) we provide a logical cal
culus for belief revision within CO, and show how re
vision, subjunctive reasoning and default reasoning (in
cluding such varied approaches as autoepistemic logic, 
E-semantics and normative conditionals) can be unified 
using a framework which exploits the power of inacces
sible worlds. 

Other avenues to pursue include the weakening of 
these logics, along the same lines suggested in (Boutilier 
1990), providing other versions of "only knowing" (e.g. 
based on S4). A further task is to investigate how the 
logic CO can be used to capture other default reason
ing systems, such as the maximum entropy formalism of 
(Goldszmidt, Morris and Pearl 1990), which makes finer-
grained distinctions on the ordering of possible worlds. 
We suggest that most approaches to default reasoning 
which can be viewed as restricting the degree of abnor
mality of worlds may be axiomatized using some logic of 
inaccessible worlds, or conditional only knowing. 
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